
 
 

Pre-LEAD 
EDADM 557:  Human Resource Development for Learning 

Summer 2017 term one: DSM 17 cohort 
 

 
Instructor:  Dr. Doug Wieczorek 
Email:  dwieczor@iastate.edu 
Telephone: 515-294-4486  
Office hours:       Phone or email for appointment 
Address:   2683 Lagomarcino Hall 
Class dates and times:  5/8/2017 – 5/31/2017 
Mondays and Wednesdays, 5:30PM to 9:30PM on May 8 (face to face), 10(online), 12 (online), 15 (face to face), 17(online), 19 (online), 22 (face to face), 24 
(online), 26 (online) & 31(face to face) 
   
Location:   In person: DMACC, Ankeny, Bldg 24, Room 111 
  Online: via Blackboard Learn @ ISU (assignment uploads) and at students’ discretion for face to face online meetings 
 
References: this syllabus and associated Blackboard content reflects materials and resources from previous EDADM 557 course syllabi taught by Dr. Tony 
Aylsworth (2016), Dr. Mike Book (2012), and Dr. Jan Westerman-Beatty (multiple years). 
 
This syllabus is subject to change at the instructor’s discretion.  
   
Catalog Description: Leadership theory and practice that focuses on the professional development of school staff to promote improved student learning.  Principles of 
school personnel evaluation; legal issues related to hiring, retention, and dismissal; evaluation models for professional and classified staff; and effective professional 
development models to support lifelong learning and reflective practice. 
 
Prerequisite: Ed Adm 541 
  
Statement of Purpose: This course provides aspiring building-level administrators with knowledge and skills related to human resource development that focuses on 
school improvement. 
 
This course will provide a practical overview of research and best practices for maximizing the human resources in educational organizations to dramatically improve 
student performance and close the achievement gap.  
 



Approximately 80% of the school district budget is spent on human resources to hire, retain and train personnel. These employees rarely fail because of lack of 
technical skill or expertise. Almost all employees fail because of their poor interpersonal skills or because the human resource strategies are inept or lacking. 
Therefore, principals must have a comprehensive understanding of the human resources function if they are to be accountable and make a leadership and policy 
difference in their schools and district.  
 
The whole is greater than the parts of people working together effectively in a school district to make an impact on teaching effectiveness and student learning. 
Recruiting, developing, and keeping teacher talent are critical to high quality performance in the classroom that will dramatically improve student performance and 
close the achievement gap.  
 
Course Outcomes 
By course completion, the student will be able to: 
  

1. Demonstrate an understanding of effective professional development models that support continuous teacher growth and lead to improved student learning. 
2. Demonstrate an understanding of human and social capital leadership models and their application to the work of the building administrator. 
3. Demonstrate ethical human and social capital beliefs and practices that show value and respect for the individual and school community. 
4. Understand various dimensions of the personnel selection process, including planning for staffing needs, job description creation, recruitment, selection, 

induction, mentoring, retention and legal issues. 
5. Understand effective processes for working with marginal employees, including remediation procedures, documenting performance, dismissal and non-

renewal decisions, and following contractual and statutory provisions. 
6. Develop an understanding of the process for supervising and evaluating non-certificated staff. 
7. Demonstrate an understanding of instructional leadership and management activities and how to schedule adequate time for instructional leadership. 

 
ISLLC Standards Covered in this Class  
 
Standard 1  

• An education leader promotes the success of every student by facilitating the development, articulation, implementation, and stewardship of a vision of 
learning that is shared and supported by all stakeholders.  

 
Standard 2  

• An education leader promotes the success of every student by advocating, nurturing, and sustaining a school culture and instructional program conducive to 
student learning and staff professional growth.  

 
Standard 3  

• An education leader promotes the success of every student by ensuring management of the organization, operation, and resources for a safe, efficient, and 
effective learning environment.  

 
Standard 5  



• An education leader promotes the success of every student by acting with integrity, fairness, and in an ethical manner.  
 
Standard 6  

• An education leader promotes the success of every student by understanding, responding to, and influencing the larger political, social, economic, legal, and 
cultural context.  

 
Course Format 
 
To meet the specific objectives of this course, our class will include the following group and individual learning activities online and in person.  They include: 
 

1. Overview of administration of human resources in a school setting (Smith reference text: online discussion postings of cases) 
2. Book study of leadership development (Whitaker text: in person jigsaw presentations and discussion) 
3. Book study and discussion (Schmoker text: in person musical chairs discussion) 
4. Review of student-selected journal articles (in person group discussions) 
5. Two guest lecturer sessions with experienced, exemplary local Iowa school leaders 

 
Textbooks (Required) 
 
Schmoker, M. (2006). Results now: How we can achieve unprecedented improvements in teaching and learning. Alexandria, VA: Association for Supervision and 

Curriculum Development (ASCD). ISBN #1-4166-0358-1 
 
Smith, R. E.  (2009). Human Resource Administration: A School-Based Perspective (4th ed.).  Larchmont, NY: Eye on Education.  ISBN #978-1-59667-089-1  
 
Whitaker, T. (2012). What great principals do differently (2nd Edition): Eighteen things that matter most. 

 Larchmont, NY: Eye on Education. ISBN # 978-1-59667-200-0 
 
Recommended resources: 
 
*In Smith, there is a listing of online resources that are available for download. 
 
** I also recommend that students take time to review the SAI web site for useful documents and guides on hiring, interviewing, etc. 
 
http://www.sai-iowa.org/leadership.cfm 
 
http://www.sai-iowa.org/hiring-for-tlc.cfm 
 
http://www.sai-iowa.org/hiring-resources.cfm 

http://www.sai-iowa.org/leadership.cfm
http://www.sai-iowa.org/hiring-for-tlc.cfm
http://www.sai-iowa.org/hiring-resources.cfm


 
***Wallace also created a site of resources for new and aspiring principals that may be useful: 
 
http://www.thirteen.org/edonline/leadership/index.html 
 
http://www.thirteen.org/edonline/leadership/resources.html#NEW 
 
 
Full Inclusion 
 
Students with documented disabilities that affect their ability to participate fully in the course or who require special accommodations are encouraged to speak with the 
instructor so that appropriate accommodations can be arranged. 
 
 
Assignments 
 
All student work must be typed or word-processed and uploaded to Blackboard. All referenced materials must follow the American Psychological Association (APA) 
citation guidelines. 
 
 
Evaluation 
An “A” grade in the course is given to students for exceptional performance in all activities and assignments.  A “B” grade is given for substantive high quality work 
in all activities and assignments, while a “C” is given to work that is not distinguished as graduate level quality. There are 100 possible points for this course. 
 
 
Class Participation 
 
Regular and punctual class attendance in person and online is expected at all classes. Students must be well prepared for the class sessions, having completed the 
assignments and constructively participate in the class discussions, written work, and other activities. Students are expected to contribute interesting, insightful 
comments; present examples of concepts relative to discussion topics; paraphrase and build on comments of others; raise good questions; and listen and respond 
appropriately to others. A subjective judgment as to the quality of these contributions will be made by the instructor. Students who miss class may be required to 
submit additional work; arrangements must be made with the instructor.  
 
Major Projects/Assignments 
 

A. PLC Jigsaw Discussion Sessions 
 

http://www.thirteen.org/edonline/leadership/index.html
http://www.thirteen.org/edonline/leadership/resources.html%23NEW


As a principal, you will establish formal structures or informal cultures that support professional learning communities (PLCs) in your school.  To gain a 
deeper understanding of an educational issue, a PLC often participates in a book study facilitated by the principal or other school leaders. We will hold two 
discussion sessions regarding two books in the course: 1) Schmoker, and 2) Whitaker. 
 
1. PLC:  Book Study Musical Chairs #1 (20 points) 
 

Our first jigsaw will be in a group musical chairs format. In your assigned team, you will review one full section of the Schmoker text (there are 3 main 
header sections to the text).  
 
First, you will meet online to discuss your assigned section. As a group, you will coach and assist one another to unpack the important key points of your 
section. Students need to facilitate the online session using available online formats such as Google Hangout, Zoom, Skype, etc. 
 
Individually, you then need to reflect on your group conversation and prepare a brief, double-spaced “one pager” that summarizes the key points of the 
section and your discussion.  
 
In class on May 15, we will hold a musical chairs discussion where students will then exchange partner groups and meet with other students and discuss 
all sections of the book. 
 
Students should upload their “one pager” summary to the Blackboard assignment link. Our exchange will take place during the second half of class 
on May 15.  
 

2. PLC: Book Study Presentation Jigsaw #2  (30 points) 
 
Our second book study will be a jigsaw presentation and discussion of one selected chapter around an emerging educational leadership issue found in the 
Whitaker book.    

 
Each student will have approximately 15 minutes to lead your discussion. Lead the PLC in a brief discussion to deepen our understanding of the issue 
and its meaning to our future work as a principal. 
 
You may use any format.  Some have used PowerPoints, simulations, video clips, or other activities. Whatever format you use, it should be built around 
the Four “A”s protocol adapted from Judith Gray: 
 

• What assumptions does the author hold? 
• What do you agree with in the chapter(s)? 
• What do you want to argue with in the chapter(s)? 
• What parts of the chapter(s) do you want to aspire to? 

 



End the session with a statement regarding:  What does this mean for our future work as a school leader? 
 
We will hold our jigsaw presentations and discussion during the final in-person class on MAY 31. There is no assignment to turn in. The 
presentation serves as the assignment. 

   
B.  Journal Research Article (20 points) 

 
The purpose of this assignment is to explore an area of research related to the course topics. Using one journal article, students will research their 
selected general human resources topic and write a brief, two page, double spaced summary/discussion sheet for that journal article.  In addition, students 
will get some experience in facilitating small group discussions about the research article.  On the summary/discussion sheet, students will write their 
name, due date, APA style reference listing of the specific journal reading, a summary of the reading, and at least three questions to pose or discussion 
items that will be used in the small group discussion. The summary/discussion sheets will be evaluated on the quality of questions or discussion items on 
the sheet and the quality and relevance of the journal article.  Students should upload their selected article in digital format to the appropriate Discussion 
board link. 

 
This two-pager assignment should be uploaded to Blackboard under the appropriate assignment link by May 22. We will hold our small group 
discussions and sharing during the second half of our in-person class meeting on MAY 22. 

 
C. Group Discussion and Individual Reflections on Smith Text and Case Scenarios (30 points) 

 
1. Students will read and discuss the Smith text as a team, divided over two weeks: Chapters 1-5, and Chapters 6-11.  
 
First, you will meet online to discuss your assigned chapters. As a group, you will coach and assist one another to unpack the important key points of the 
reading. Students need to facilitate the online session using available online formats such as Google Hangout, Zoom, Skype, etc. Students should 
strategize with their teams to determine the most efficient manner to review and discuss the chapters. Students should plan appropriately to meet and 
discuss the chapter(s) based on their personal schedules. 
 

Guide for discussions and reflections, in three main parts: 
 

1. Important points and takeaways from each chapter(s). 
2. Questions that you generated after reading chapter(s) for your own practice. 
3. Potential implications of, or actions steps you might take, regarding your own emerging leadership. 

 
Individually, you then need to reflect on your group conversation and prepare a brief, double-spaced “one pager” that summarizes the key points of the 
chapter(s) and your discussion. Please upload your summary to the assignment link in Blackboard. 
 

a. The first one pager is due on May 22 for chapters 1-5, and  



b. The second one pager is due on June 2 for chapters 6-11 on the assignment links on Blackboard. 
 

2. Students will respond to administrative scenarios online that provoke reflection and application of the Smith text. Case scenarios are posted online on 
Blackboard at a class-wide discussion board entitled “Case Study Scenarios.” 

 
 

 
Class Schedule of Activities and Due Dates 

 
Week 1 May 8 (DMACC) 

 
• Syllabus review 
• Student planning session and 

scheduling for classwork and 
online meetings 
 

May 10 to May 14 (ONLINE) 
 

• Student online meetings to discuss Schmoker section and 
prepare for “musical chairs” exchange. 

Week 2 May 15 (DMACC) 
 

• Guest Lecturer: Mr. Justin 
Gross, Nevada Community 
School District; “Nevada 
PhD.” 

• Schmoker musical chairs 
discussion 
 

DUE: EACH STUDENT UPLOADS 
TO BB INDIVIDUAL SCHMOKER 
PLANNING AND SUMMARY ONE 
PAGER TO ASSIGNMENT LINK IN 
BLACKBOARD. 
 

May 17 to May 21 (ONLINE) 
 

• Student online meetings to discuss Chapters 1-5 of Smith. In 
the assignment link, individual students should post a summary 
and reflection on your group discussion. 

 
Guide for discussions and reflections, in three main parts: 
 
1. Important points and takeaways from the chapter. 
2. Questions that you generated after reading the text for your 

own practice. 
3. Potential implications of, or actions steps you might take, 

regarding your own emerging leadership. 
 

• Students will respond to the listed administrative scenarios 
online that provoke reflection and application of the Smith text. 
Case scenarios are posted online in Blackboard on a class-wide 
discussion board entitled “Case Study Scenarios.” 

 
 



 
Week 3 May 22 (DMACC) 

 
• Guest Lecturer: Ms. Carolyn 

Manard, Ankeny Community 
School District, “Human 
Resources for Novice 
Principals.” 

• Research article sharing 
discussion 

 
DUE: 1) EACH STUDENT 
POSTS A ONE PAGE 
REFLECTION ON SMITH 
GROUP DISCUSSION 
CHAPTERS 1-5 TO 
ASSIGNMENT LINK IN 
BALCKBOARD. 
2) JOURNAL RESEARCH 
ARTICLE SUMMARY AND 
DISCUSSION. EACH 
STUDENT SHOULD POST 
THEIR ARTICLE TO THE 
DISCUSSION LINK AND 
THEIR TWO PAGER 
SUMMARY TO THE 
ASSIGNMENT LINK ON 
BLACKBOARD. 
 

May 24-June 1 (ONLINE) 
 

• Student online meetings to discuss Chapters 6-11 of Smith. In 
the assignment link, individual students should post a summary 
and reflection of your group discussion. 

 
Guide for discussions and reflections, in three main parts: 
 
1. Important points and takeaways from the chapter. 
2. Questions that you generated after reading the text for your 

own practice. 
3. Potential implications of, or actions steps you might take, 

regarding your own emerging leadership. 
 

• Students will respond to the listed administrative scenarios 
online that provoke reflection and application of the Smith text. 
Case scenarios are posted online in Blackboard on a class-wide 
discussion board entitled “Case Study Scenarios.” 

 

Week 4 May 29 (NONE) 
 

NO CLASS 
MEMORIAL DAY! 

May 31 (DMACC) 
 

DUE: WHITAKER JIGSAW 
PRESENTATIONS IN CLASS. 

June 2 (ONLINE) 
 

DUE: 1) EACH STUDENT 
POSTS A ONE PAGE 
REFLECTION ON SMITH 
GROUP DISCUSSION 
CHAPTERS 6-11 TO THE 
ASSIGNMENT LINK IN 



BLACKBOARD. 
 
2) Any outstanding due 
assignments should be 
uploaded or posted to BB by 
this date. 

 
 
Student Team Assignments 
 
The following teams will be utilized for three of our online/class activities: 1) Schmoker musical chairs activity and assignment; 2) Smith discussion and summary of 
chapters 1-5, and 3) Smith discussion and summary of chapters 6-11. 
 
Team #1: Kristin Barber, Gary Clark, Taelar Hillyer 
 
Team #2: Debra Cale, Jared Wulf, Jessica Parsons, Melissa Sambu 
 
Team #3: Matthew Bannerman, Autumn Seiler, Mark Finken, Teresa Higgins 
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